As usual, a metric space (X, d) is called a non-archimedean (%.-a.) metric space, iff d satisfies the strong triangular inequality d(x, y) < < max (4x, 4, d(z, Y)); x, y, x E X. Several authors call such spaces ultrametric spaces. -J. DE GROOT [S] has proved that a metric space X is n.-a. metrizable iff it is zerodimensional in the sense of Tech: for a space X we have Ind X= 0 iff any disjoint pair of closed sets can be separated by open-closed ("clopen") sets. Moreover for metric spaces X we have Ind X = dim X (dimension concept of Lebesgue). JSote that-by this theorem-the space of the rationals with the Euclidean topology, for example, can be given a n.-a. metric; so we see that n.-a. metrics and "usual" metrics may induce the same topology. The same is true for uniform structures. MONNA [12] and BANASCHEWSKI [2] have shown that the class of all weakly zerodimensional spaces, i.e. ind X =0 in the sense of Urysohn-Menger, coincides with the class of the so called n.-a. uniform spaces. (A space X has ind X = 0 iff any point in X has a local base consisting of clopen sets.) A uniformity ll is called n.-a. iff it has a base consisting of equivalence relations ; see also 3 4. Such uniformities have been studied by several authors in various connections, see e.g. [2] , [lo] , [12] , [16] , [21] and others. However, the remark after theorem 18 will show that these spaces are not the most "desirable" generalization of n.-a. metric spaces to the level of uniform spaces. We shall propose a slight modification in theorem 18 and thereafter.
2. NON-ARCHIMEDEAN TOPOLOGIES; EXAMPLES AND GENERAL PROPER-TIES
An important subclass of zerodimensional spaces in the sense of Tech are topological Tr-spaces which have a base %3 of rank zero, i.e. : for any pair Bi, Bj E B with non-empty intersection we have either Bi C Bj or BZ 3 B*. Such spaces have been introduced by A. F. MONNA [12] under the name non-archimedean topological spaces. By the strong triangular inequality, the balls K,(x)= {yjd(y, x) <Y} of a n.-a. metric space form such a base of rank 0, a so called n.-a. base. Conversely, a metric space X is n.-a. metrizable if X has a n.-a. base [20] . By J. de Groot's theorem on n.-a. metrics, as mentioned before, 1x-a. spaces seem therefore to be of general interest. Obviously, discrete spaces are non-archimedean.
Every subspace of a n.-a. topological space is nonarchimedean again. Moreover, all sets of a n.-a. base $.3 are clopen, since the assumption of a non-empty boundary leads to a contradiction immedeately. For any n.-a. space X, we have Ind X = 0. (Let A, B be two disjoint, closed sets in X, then V= u {B,IB,E~?,B~AB=O,B~~A# (~) and W= u {B,IB,E!& BanA=@,Ba$V} f orm a clopen partition of X seperating A and B).
REMARK:
By the same reasoning we learn that any n.-a. topological space is monotone normal, that is: to each ordered pair of disjoint closed sets M, N, we can assign an open set G(M, N) such that
This result is interesting not only in itself, for it shows particularly that the product of n.-a. spaces will be n. If Xx Y, the product of two topological spaces, is monotone normal and if Y has a non-closed countable subset, then X is stratifiable.
(See 8 3). Deeper investigations on products of n.-a. spaces are reserved to a subsequent paper.
The class of all n.-a. spaces coincides with the class of zerodimensional spaces in the following dimension concept: call a space n-dimensional, bad X= n ("basisdimension") iff X has a base of rank n; i.e. : n is the least integer with the following property:
for any collection of basissets a, Bz, .--, Bn+2 with non-empty intersection, there is a Bi (1 <i <n + 2) with Bt C u Bj (1 <j <n+ 2 ; i #j). -For compact metric spaces this dimension concept has been studied firstly by A. ARHANGELSKII [Dokl. Akad. Nauk. SSR 143 (1942), 755-7581, more generally e.g. by NAGATA in [14] and R. M. FORD [Diss., Auburn university 19631. For metric spaces, bad X and Ind X coincide. Now let us give an example of a n.-a. space which is not metrizable, neither perfectly normal. (A normal space is perfectly normal iff every closed set is a G8.) EXAMPLE 1: (The so called "Michael-line").
Let X be the space gotten from the real line by turning the irrationals into a set of isolated points and letting neighbourhoods of the rationals be defined as usual. Now consider the family %? = {{z}~z irrational} u (J&k= n a+@' a+ 2k n+l I-> oo<n< +co; l<k<co}, where 01 is a fixed irrational number. Obviously $+ is a base for X, moreover % is a n-a. base, since the intervals B,,k for a fixed k are disjoint open intervals of length 2-k, which cover all of the line except the irrational points 01+ (n/B") themselves. On the other hand the set & of all rational numbers is closed in X, but is not a Ga by the Baire category theorem. Thus X is not perfectly normal and therefore X cannot be metrizable.
REMARK : This example is especially interesting, because we shall prove in 8 5 that the topology of every non-archimedean topological space can be described similarly to the construction of the Michael-line.
LEMMA 2: Let X be a n.-a. topological space and % a n.-a. base of X. Let 6 be a chain in % (i.e. a totally ordered subset of basissets, ordered by inclusion). Then the set D = u B, (Ba E a) is open and closed. Moreover the set of all unions of chains in %j is itself a n.-a. base of X.
PROOF: For any point x $ D and B, E & there is a basisset B, x E B, B n B,=e). Thus B n D=@, otherwise-by the n.-a. property of the base B-x E B C B, for at least one B, E (5, which yields the contradiction: x E D. Moreover, for any two such unions DI, DZ we obviously have either D1nD2=@, DICDz or DzIDI.
THEOREM 3: Let X be a n.-a. space, then we can characterize the open-closed sets A C X as follows: there is a n-a. base !?!j' of X, such that A C X is clopen if and only if A is the union of locally finitely many disjoint basissets of !.!3'. (Evidently, any locally finite collection of disjoint basissets is a discrete family).
PROOF: Let 58 be a n-a. base of X and let %' consist of the unions of all chains in 93. ZY is a n-a. base of X ; therefore all Bi E 93 are elopen and, for each locally finite collection {B,lol E I, B, E W} :
Conversely let A be clopen and for each x E A : B,= U B,(x E Ba C A, B,~93). Then B,E $8' by the n.-a. property of % and {Bzix E A} is a clopen partition of A. Evidently 6 = {B5j x E A) is a discrete collection: for each x E A : B, is a neighbourhood of x which does not intersect any other member of 6 and if .2: $ A, there is always a Ba E @ with x E B,, B, n A = fl because A is closed.
EXAMPLE:
The one-point compactification y(N) of the discrete space N shows that in a n.-a. space not any union of disjoint sets of a n-a. base is clopen : N= u (n}, n= 1, 2, . . . , is not closed in y(N). Therefore the condition "locally finite" cannot be deleted in the theorem.
THEOREM 4: Any n-a. space X is hereditarily (ultra)paracompact, i.e.: every open covering ll of X has a locally finite refinement consisting of clopen sets.
REMARK:
An example of an hereditarily ultraparacompact space, which is not n.-a. is given by example 17. For a detailed paper on ultraparacompactness see e.g. R. L. ELLIS [5] .
PROOF: For each x E X let 8, be the union of all sets B, such that x E B E 93 and B C U, for some U E U. By the n.-a. property of the base 58, 8, is the union of a totally ordered set of basissets, and thereforeby lemma 2-open and closed. For any x, y E X we have either Vz n I',=$4 or V,= V, by a straight forward argument. So the set 8 of all Ti,, x E X, is a partition of X into clopen sets, but it does not necessarily refine ll. Thus our next step is to refine '$3 to a partition %3 that does refine U.
Let V E 8; if V C U for some U E ll, let V E '$3. Otherwise, in the chain fiT={BIx EB E '23, BE U for some U E U> we let (V,jol<z) be a well ordered cofinal subchain. That is, z is an ordinal number, and so are the 0~'s ; VcT, C V, (V,# V,J whenever oc < /l; and for each B E (3 there exists CI < z such that B C V,. We now partition V into the sets W,= V,\ U u VB(p<a). By the well-ordering and cofinality, (W,jol<t> is a cover for V, its members are clearly disjoint and they are clopen since u I',(/3 < 01) is clopen by lemma 2. Finally, for each 01, 8, C U for some U E U; a fortiori W, C U. In other words, we form k3.3 by substituting for each "irregular" V a transfinite sequence W, as described, and %3 is the derived clopen partition refining 12.
$ 3. METRIZATION THEOREMS
There are two types of metrization theorems for zerodimensional spaces : special ones, having no generalisation to spaces of higher dimension, and theorems closely connected with n.-a. analogues of classical metrizationtheorems. The first who presented such theorems was J. DE GROOT (e.g.
in [S]
). Among others he proved a n-a. analogue of the Nagata-Smirnowtheorem: a topological space X is n.-a. metrizable if and only if there exists a a-locally-finite clopen base for X. The aim of the following paragraph is a general study of n. Here the situation is easier: The l/n-balls form a uniform base itself, because the covering by l/n-balls essentialy is a clopen partition of X. Thus, for any open set 0, p E 0 and dist (p, X\O) = E, only balls with radius l/n > E can contain p and intersect X\O. Remember that K(x) = {zjd(~, z) < r} = K(y) = {zjd(y, z) G r} whenever y E K(x). Another consequence of Alexandroff's theorem is the following THEOREM 7: A compact space is n.-a. metrizable if and only if it has a n.-a. base.
PROOF: Let % be a non-archimedean base of X; B(x) = (BL1 E n/x E Ba (& E I)}; then %3(x) is totally ordered by the n.-a. property of $8 and because of the compactness of X well-ordered by B,<B, iff B, 3 B,. Of course: u B,(oc E T) is clopen by lemma 2, hence compact and thus there is a "greatest" B,, E B(x): B,,= u B,(a E I). For any 01 E I let B,+l be the "greatest" set in $3(x) among all that are contained properly in B,. -Now let U be an open neighbourhood of x and assume that there are infinitely many B, E $3(x) intersecting X\U.
Then it is easy to find a sequence B13Bz3...3Bn3... of sets in %3(x) and a sequence (xn> of points such that xn E X\U and xn E B, but xn $ B,+I. Since X\U is (countably) compact, there is a cluster point, say y, of (x,} in X\U. Now since all but finitely many points of the sequence are in B,, y E B, for any n. Let B E $3 be such that y E B and x 6 B. This means that B, #B for all n, implying B C B, for all n and contradicting the assumption that y is a cluster point of (xn}. Thus only a finite number of B, E 8(x) intersect X\U, which completes the proof. (i) X is a n.-a. topological space. (ii) X is homeomorphically embeddable into a countable product of finite discrete spaces. (iii) X has a countable base of clopen sets.
Y. M. SMIRNOV [24] has shown that every locally metrizable space is metrizable if X is paracompact.
Thus Theorems 4 and 7 yield :
COROLLARY 9: For locally compact spaces X are equivalent:
(i) X is n.-a. topological. (ii) X is n.-a. metrizable.
REMARK: As we saw in the second part of the above proof, the property of 58 being a uniform base (in the sense of Alexandroff) was a consequence of: y E n B, (1 <n < CQ), this intersection being open. It is easy to generalize this fact, obtaining the following Lemma, which will be utilized later on in the text. Of course, (iii) includes (i) and could even include (ii), if x is isolated.
PROOF: Let x E n K and n G5.z {xl, then any other point y E n CiC is in the interior of n 6, since for any B E '$3, y E B, x $ B, we have by the n.-a. property of 583: B C n CT.
There are several interesting consequences on n.-a. compactijcations :
By theorem 7 any compact n-a. space is n.-a. metrizable. Now let X be a non-compact n.-a. space, then PX, the Stone-Tech compactification of X has Ind /lx=0 (since Ind X= 0 for all n.-a. spaces X) but BX cannot be non-archimedean, too, because then PX would be metrizable by theorem 7 and, as it is well known, this is possible only if X is compact itself. On the other hand the one-point-eompactification of N shows that there are n.-a. compactifications of non-compact spaces. Thus it is natural to ask for necessary and sufficient conditions for a space X to have at least one n.-a. compactification.
The answer is given by the following theorem. However, another question remains open: Is there always a "greatest" n. -a. compactification Z -As it was said before, the Stone-Tech compactification /3X of X is never n.-a., unless X=pX. -The same is true for the socalled Banaschewski-compactification [X PIT PI). a is the "largest" weakly zerodimensional compactification of a zerodimensional space X. More exactly, tX is homeomorphic with the Stonean space of the Boolean algebra of all clopen sets in X. If tX is a n.-a. topological space, we have dim X = 0, and therefore [X=/3X (cf. [S]). Thus the above reasoning yields :X=X, i.e. X is compact zerodimensional itself.
THEOREM 11: A topological space X has at least one n.-a. compactification if and only if X is separable and non-archjmedeanly metrizable.
PROOF: Since any n.-a. compactification of X is n.-a. metrizable, X itself is a separable n.-a. metrizable space. So only the "if" part needs a proof:
Let {B,jn E N} b e a countable clopen base of a separable n.-a. metric space X, arrange the base elements in a sequence and let !& be the partition induced by the sets BI, . . ., B, and their complements.
The 23% form a totally ordered base for a uniformity on X, which is totally bounded. Therefore the completion is compact metric, and non-archimedean. (Compare $ 4 of this paper).
REMARK: Since we shall show in theorem 15 that n.-a. spaces are metrizable if they are separable, we could formulate theorem 11 as follows :
A n.-a. space X has at least one n.-a. cornpactification if and only if X is separable.
The one point compactification of a locally compact space is metrizable if and only if X has a countable base. Thus we derive from Corollary 9:
COROLLARY 12 : The one-point-compactification of a locally compact n-a. space is n. PROOF: Let X be a a-space, B3= {B,jor-e 1) a n.-a. base of X and {%Qn>~~, a o-locally-finite network. Every 5D, consists of singleton members and of a family of non-singleton members. Then, as a consequence of the definition we can cover X, for any n= 1, 2, . . . , with a family U, of sets in such a way that every U E lIn has the following properties: (i) U meets only finitely many members of 9,; (ii) U contains at most one singleton member of 9% ; an d (iii) U does not contain any non-singleton member of 5Dn which it meets.
Moreover, any subset V C U has these properties, too. Therefore, if we refine each U, to a partition '$3, consisting of basic clopen sets Bz (a E I(n)), every Bz shares the properties (i), (ii), (iii), too. (Such a refinement exists because of (i), (ii), (iii) and the n.-a. property of %).-For each p E X let q be the member of '$3, containing p; then BP= (7 BE (n= 1, 2, . ..). is non-empty, since p E BP and moreover, by lemma 10, B, equals {p) or is clopen. If BP is clopen, then by the reasoning above BP does not contain any non-singleton members of 3, for any n; and BP contains at most one singleton member. Hence BP contains exactly one singleton member, namely {p}, and BP= {p}. If BP is not open, then {qln= 1, 2, . ..} is a local base at p by lemma 10, and (BElp E X, n= 1, 2, . . .> is a a-locallyfinite clopen base for X. Hence X is n.-a. metrizable by the theorem of J. de Groot.
From theorem 13 we also gain a completely different characterization of n.-a. metric, i.e. strongly zerodimensional, spaces X, concerning stratifiability of X :
Since for paracompact spaces the product theorem does not hold, it is one of the major problems in modern general topology to find a productinvariant class of spaces which extends the class of metric spaces in a substantial and natural way, and which is contained in the class of paracompact Hausdorff spaces. Several interesting attempts have been made in this direction;
for details see e.g. [14] . One of the most interesting successes was the invention of struti$abZe spaces (or 1Ms-spaces), [14] :
A Ti-space X is stratifiable if and only if to each open set U of X one can assign a sequence (U,ln= 1, 2, . ..> of open sets of X such that K C U; (J,"=, U,= U; and U, C Vv, whenever U C V.
It is easy to see the implication: metrizable --f stratifiable -+ paracompact and perfectly normal. Both implications can not be reversed in general, but, since stratifiable spaces are a-spaces (cf.
[ZS]) we have:
Let X a n.-a. space. Then the following properties are equivalent :
(i) X is stratifiable. (ii) X is (n.-a.) metrizable.
PROBLEM: Since every stratifiable space is paracompact and perfectly normal we are led to the question: is every perfectly normal n.-a. space X (n.-a.) met&able 1
REMARK:
Every o-space X is semi-stratifiable, i.e.: to every open U C X we can assign a sequence {U+= 1, 2, . ..} of closed sets such that (i) U= U,"=, U t and (ii) if U C V for open sets U, VT, then Vi C Vi for every i. (For the definition and interesting theorems as well as the bibliography to this class of spaces see [26] Another generalization of metric spaces is the concept of a semimetric: In this connection we shall give a metrization theorem for n-a. spaces, yielding a necessary and sufficient condition, which in a certain sense is a "weakest" sufficient condition, namely: a first countable n.-a. space is n. PROOF : Since by theorem 4 every n.-a. space is hereditarily ultraparacompact, the statement above follows immediately from the following lemma, which is also interesting in itself.
REMARK : This lemma, as well as theorem 7, has been proved before by P. PAPIC [0 prostorima sa razvrstano uredenom bazom okolina; Glosnik, 8 (1853), 30-431 who studied n.-a. spaces under the name "spaces of the class R". Nevertheless we present a complete proof, since the methods and aims of P. Papic are quite different and his proofs are longer and seem to be more complicated.
LEMMA 16 : A n-a. space is separable if and only if it is second countable.
PROOF : Only the "only if" part needs a proof: let (x"> be a countable dense subset of X; for each xn, let {Bk,nj 1 <Ic<oo} be a local base at xn. Now order the set Bk,* in a sequence {D&Z= 1, 2, . ..). For each n let sla be a partition of X into (countably many!) clopen sets which contains either D, or a partition of D, into clopen sets, and which refines an-i.
For any point z E X let Km be the set of all sets C, in this partition which contain x. Then I& is a local base at x. This is clear if x=xn for some n, otherwise use lemma 10 and the fact that {xn> is dense in X. Hence the members of the partitions together form a countable base for X.
REMARK: As it is well known, in paracompact spaces separability implies Lindelof. So, as a natural generalization of theorem 15 we could ask: Is every first countable Lindelijf n.-a. space metrizable ? Theorem 4 states that every n.-a. space is hereditarily ultraparacompact. Theorem 15, for example enables us to present hereditarily paracompact zerodimensional spaces which are not n.-a.
EXAMPLE 17: Let X denote the so called Sorgenfrey-line, which is obtained from the reals by taking the half open intervalls [a, b) , a, b E R, as a base for the topology. X is separable, [6] , p. 141, but not metrizable, hence not n.-a. But X is hereditarily paracompact, since X is hereditarily Lindelof,
[S].
4. UNIFORM STRUCTURES
THEOREM 18: X is a non-archimedean topological space if and only if the topology is induced by a uniformity 12 on X which has a base 93 of equivalence relations such that for any pair R, S E '$J and any two points x, y E X: either R(x) n X(y) =@ or R(x) C S(y) or R(x) 3 S(y).
PROOF: That '$3 is a base of equivalence relations [2] means that R-1 = R and R o R= R for any R E !8. Obviously we have to prove only the "only if" part. Let % be a n.-a. base of X and %' the base of all unions of chains in % as constructed in lemma 2. 121' is non-archimedean again. Now, for each B E % we let 3s be the following partition of X: B E 3~ and X\B is partitioned into the sets V,= u {Dlx E D E 23, D C X\B).
Each set VZ is in 'W so that the relations 3~ thus obtained form a subbase for the kind of uniformity 11 described in the theorem. Clearly, 22 induces the given topology on X.
REMARK: Many authors who have contributed papers on zerodimensional spaces call an uniform space (X, U) non-archimedean iff U has a base % consisting of equivalence relations. A space X has ind X = 0 exactly iff X can be given such a uniformity ([a] , [21] , [16] and others). So the metric Roy-space R [23] with ind R = 0, but Ind R> 0 shows that such a uniform space need not be n.-a. metrizable, even it is metrizable, since we would have Ind X = 0 in the latter case. (Of course, if 22 itself is metrizable, then the space can be given a n.-a. metric.
[Z]) On the other hand, a n.-a. uniform space in the "classical" sense need not induce a n.-a. topology, by the same reason.
So we are inclined to call these spaces equivalence-uniform spaces and reserve the name n.-a. uniformities for the type defined in Theorem 18. In this case then metrizable n.-a. uniform spaces are n.-a. metrizable and the topology of these spaces always is non-archimedean.
A much more special kind of uniformity is one which has a totally ordered base % of equivalence relations, i.e. for any pair R, X E 93, either R C S or R 3 S. Any n.-a. metric space clearly bears such an uniformity %J = {{(x, yW(x, $4 <E}, &I=-0)
There is a class of universal spaces for these uniformities namely, a generalization of the well known Baire's zerodimensional sequence spaces (e.g. [14] ): Let A be a set and B a well ordered set. In [25] A. K. STEINER and E. F. STEINER considered the so-called natural topology % on AB, which is an extension of the natural topology on the space of sequences on two symbols. Two elements x and y of AB are equal if and only if for each OL E B, x,= y,. For each x E AB and 01 E B define x(a)=& E AB[y,=x, for all /3 E B, p<a},
Then the natural topology % on AB is defined to be the topology generated by the base (x(ol)]x E AB, LY E B}. -(AB, 8~2) is a normal totally disconnected Ti-space. % is the product topology on AB if and only if A has at most one element or B has order-type o. It is easy to show: for any two sets x(a), y(B) in the base their intersection is either empty or is equal to one of them, i.e. % is a n. PROOF: Let 'Jz denote the natural topology on AB described above.
Since B is totally ordered, any subspace of AB can be given such a uniformity.
For the proof of the converse let Zf3 be a totally ordered base of equivalence relations for the space (X, 22) and let 58 be a well-ordered cofinal subset of @3. Set ix= sup {ml there exists B E '$3 such that B partitions X into m equivalence classes} and define A to be a set of cardinality a. Let 93 = {B,jo<z}. For each equivalence class B,(x) we arbitrarily associate a member of A, associating distinct members with distinct classes. Having done so for all relations B, we build the projective limit lim+ B,(x). The points of lim, B,(x) can be identified with transfinite sequences (G,)~<~ E A' and the topology on the limit is the topology inherited from A'. Obviously X is a subspace of this limit.
REMARK:
Restricted to countable sets B this theorem yields a result of [19] concerning n.-a. metrizable spaces.
EXAMPLE 20: A n.-a. topological space, which cannot be embedded in any space (AB, 2): Let P be the space of all countable non-limit ordinals plus ~01, and let AS' be the one-point compact&cation of the integers. The space S @) P obviously has a n.-a. base, but cannot be imbedded in any space (AB, %), since its (exactly) two non-isolated points have differing cardinality for their "minimal" local bases. Namely, let (X, U) be a uniform space with a totally ordered base of equivalence relations for U and let m be the cardinal of the cofinality of this base. Then any nonisolated point of X necessarily has a local base of cardinality m, and no non-isolated point can have a local base of lesser cardinality .
$ 5. INVERSE LIMITS
At the end, let us show a method for obtaining all n.-a. spaces; this method is stimulated by the structure of the Michael-line (example 1) and is based on lemma 10. A detailed investigation of this field is reserved for a subsequent paper. The Michael-line is obtained from the reals by turning the irrationals into a set of isolated points and letting the neighbourhoods of the rationals be as usual. Likely, call a space X a discretisation of a space Y by a-subset A C Y, iff X is obtained from Y by turning all points a E A into a set of isolated points and letting the neighbourhoods of b E Y\A be the same as in the space Y.
(Thus the Michael-line is a discretisation of the reals by the set of all irrationals) . Now we shall show that any n.-a. space X is obtainable as a discretisation of the projective limit of certain quotient spaces of X:
Let X be a n.-a. topological space. For each ordinal 01 let P, be a partition of X into clopen sets and single points, P, being defined by transfinite induction:
PO= (X} and for each DI let P,+1 be a proper refinement of P,, such that each clopen member of P, is partitioned into one or more non-empty clopen sets. If L\ is a limit ordinal, let P, be the common refinement of the P, (/l< a) ; one characterisation of P, can be obtained by the following way: for each x E X let P&x) be the set of all points, which are elements of the same member of P, as x, and let P,(x) = n P,(x) (p < a). Note that if n is a finite ordinal, Pn is a partition of X into clopen sets. The first point at which closed, non-open points can appear, is Pm,.
Moreover, the way this system is set up, if P, is the earliest partition containing (a~>, then {P,&)I/3 <a is a local base at x, unless {z> is dopen. } (Compare lemma 10).
At some stage, of course, P, will admit no proper refinement and -compare also lemma 2-this stage will be reached if and only if P, consists of singletons only. Now let X, be the quotient space of X whose points are the members of P,, then we can map any X, uniquely onto X, with /3 < 01 such that the diagram commutes.
Of course, if 01 is a limit ordinal, Xa is a subset of the projective limit lim, (X,l/3<&}.
In this case X, need not be a subspace of lim-{X,lp<a), because some of the points of X, may be open, whereas the corresponding points of lim, {X,1/3< } oc are not. More exactly, X, is homeomorphic with a certain discretisation of lim, {X,lP<a}.
As an example, look at the Michael-line (example 1): if we let Returning to the general case, let us consider firstly the space X,. X0, obviously is a discretisation of PO for some discrete space D, that is, X, as a set may be identified with a subset A of DRO, while a base for X,, is a n.-a. base for the subspace A together with a collection {x~]i E I} of singletons in A.
Thus clearly XL,, is a n.-a. space. More exactly, all points x E Xm,, which represent more than one point of X are of necessity clopen. Any subsequent partition P,, (y>w) of X will subdivide these points until1 we arrive at an X, which is homeomorphic with X itself.
(Roughly speaking, X,, is a discretisation of DKO, as said before, X2m0 "blows up" some of the open singletons of X0, into discretisations of subspaces of DQ, X srnO does the same to some of the singletons of X2,,, and so on).
Summarizing, the given n.-a. space X is characterized as a discretisation of a subspace of lim, {XpI~<a} for some ordinal 01.
REMARK:
A more detailed study in this direction yields interesting results of this type. For example: A n.-a. topological space X which has a G, -diagonal is homeomorphic to a discretisation of a metric space Y. (For an example of such a space think of the Michael-line in $ 2). PROBLEM A) : Granted that every n.-a. space can be defined inductively by taking discretisations of these special limits of n.-a. spaces, as described before, is every space obtained in this way non-archimedean?
